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President’s Letter
by Rebecca Tyson, CAIMS rSCMAI President

Dear Members,

I hope that you all had a rejuvenating summer, and that the fall term is going
well! To those of you in the Atlantic provinces - I hope that you and yours are safe
after the onslaught from hurricane Fiona, and that the damage you are dealing with is
manageable. Please let me know if you see a role for CAIMS in supporting you and
your students through this difficult time.

It was lovely last June to see so many faces at the first in-person CAIMS Annual
Meeting post-covid! Thanks to all of you who braved the post-pandemic airline issues
to travel to Kelowna in person. I was delighted to showcase my university, the Univer-
sity of British Columbia Okanagan. Fortunately, the weather mostly cooperated, and
there were no fires. Phew! There were approximately 250 attendees, with about half
of those in person and half online. I am delighted to report that, in general, the tech-
nical aspects of the hybrid format went smoothly, and a 50:50 ratio (in-person:online)
seems to work well for both online and in-person attendees. In addition to providing
increased access to the membership, the format also reduced our carbon footprint -
a win for CAIMS and the planet! I am looking forward to applying the lessons we
learned to CAIMS 2023 hosted by the University of New Brunswick in Fredericton,
NB.

I am excited to announce that we are going to have some travel funding for students
wishing to attend CAIMS 2023! This initiative is partly thanks to prizewinners Anita
Layton and Nilima Nigam, who have donated their winnings to a fund for student
travel that the board is creating. The total amount available isn’t known yet, but stay
tuned for the announcement in an upcoming E-news.

Your board is working hard to make the creation of an Equity, Diversity, Inclu-
sion, and Membership executive position a reality, and the announcement of a special
meeting to approve the position will be coming shortly. The special meeting will be
held on January 18th, at 8am PST = 11am EST = noon AST. Please do make an effort
to attend so that we have the quorum necessary to create this important position. We
promise to keep the meeting short!
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Our website is ran into a number of maintenance issues. I won’t bore you with
the details, but it means that updating the website had become impossible in several
places, and so some of the information posted there (especially prize winners, board
members, etc) was out of date for most of the fall. I apologise profusely! We have
finally secured a new provider who is helping us with restoring full functionality to
the website, and who will keep the technical side of things up to date and running
smoothly so that all of our web pages can be easily edited by the hardworking com-
munications officer.

One important part of our website is the CAIMS blog! We would love to hear from
any member who has an idea for the conversation there. Please send me an email if
that is you! The blog is an important community-building space for CAIMS members
to share thoughts and ideas of importance to the whole community. Many thanks to
all who have contributed thus far.

As I write, the Okanagan counting on a snowy winter to bring moisture to the
landscape that was parched during our summer drought, which extended into an un-
seasonably warm fall. To watch the trees struggle for moisture is heartbreaking. I am
proud of all the work that CAIMS researchers do, both personally and professionally,
to address the myriad issues in understanding and mitigating the negative impacts
of our current reliance on fossil fuels, and working hard to find ways to reduce our
carbon footprints. Listening to Quirks and Quarks and What on Earth on CBC, it
is abundantly clear to me that we need all hands on deck to make any headway on
this issue, and applied mathematicians have a key role. It is a privilege to be your
president.

I wish you all the best as the year rolls into 2023, and look forward to seeing you
in New Brunswick, either virtually or in person!

Regards,

Professor Rebecca Tyson, CAIMS rSCMAI President
CMPS Department (Mathematics)
UBC Okanagan
Sylix (Okanagan) Territory
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Board of Directors
President

Rebecca Tyson
Department of Mathematics
UBC Okanagan
Kelowna, BC V1V 1V7
Phone: 250.807.8766
Email: president@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023

Past President

Thomas Hillen
Department of Mathematical and
Statistical Sciences
University of Alberta
Edmonton, AB, T6G 2G1
Phone:
Email: past-president@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023

President-Elect

Sue Ann Campbell
Department of Applied Mathematics
Faculty of Mathematics
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, ON N2L 3G1
Phone: 519-888-4567 ext. 35461
Email: president-elect@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023
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Secretary

Christina Christara
Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto
Toronto, ON M5S 2E4
Phone: 416-978-7360
E-mail: secretary@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023

Treasurer

David Iron
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Dalhousie University
6316 Coburg Road - PO BOX 15000
Halifax, NS B3H 2R2
Phone: 902-494-2385
E-mail: treasurer@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2025

Communications Officer

Morgan Craig
Departement de mathematiques et de statistique
Universite de Montreal
Montreal, QC H3C 3J7
Phone: 514-343-6111, # 38492
E-mail: communications-officer@caims.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2024
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Member at Large

Ben Adcock
Department of Mathematics
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6
Phone: 778-782-4819
E-mail: ben_adcock@sfu.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2024

Member at Large

Alex Alvarez
School of Mathematical & Computational Sciences
University of Prince Edward Island
Charlottetown, PEI C1A 4P3
Phone: 902-894-2815
E-mail: alalvarez@upei.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023

Member at Large

Frithjof Lutscher
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Ottawa
Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5
Phone: 613-562-5800 ext. 3510
Email: flutsche@uottawa.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2024
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Member at Large

Iain Moyles
Department of Mathematics
York University
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 4S2
Phone: 416-736-2100 ext 33994
E-mail: imoyles@yorku.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2025

Member at Large

Yana Nec
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Thompson Rivers University
Kamloops, BC V2C 0C8
Phone:
Email: ynec@tru.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2025

Member at Large

Alexey Shevyakov
Department of Mathematics
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, SK S7N 5E6
Phone: 306-966-6097
Email: shevyakov@math.usask.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023
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EDI and Membership Officer
EDIM Officer

Amy Hurford
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Memorial University
St. John’s, NL, A1C 5S7
Phone: 709-864-8301
Email: ahurford@mun.ca
Term ends: CAIMS rSCMAI 2023
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Minutes of the CAIMS AGM, Tuesday, June 14, 2022, 12:30 PM PDT, hybrid

Chairperson of the meeting: Rebecca Tyson
Secretary of the meeting: Christina Christara

1. Call to order and Introductions
The meeting was called to order at 12:30 PM PDT.

2. Establishment of Quorum
There were 53 members present at the start of the meeting. Quorum was established.

3. Constitution of Meeting
The Annual Meeting was constituted.

4. Approval of Minutes from AGM from June 22, 2021

MOTION to approve the minutes: moved by R. Tyson, seconded by D. Iron, all in
favour, carried.

5. Business arising from the minutes of June 22, 2021
No business arose.

6. Receipt of update on the proposed amendments of by-laws
The President, R. Tyson, explained that the proposed amendments of by-laws, that
were sent to the members about a month ago will help CAIMS place more emphasis
on EDI, by establishing a Director position for EDI and Membership. The procedure
to proceed with these amendments is that first a lawyer will be consulted, then a
Special Meeting will be called remotely around December, to carry a vote of the
members.
Lucy Campbell asked for clarifications about the increase of Director positions, and
R. Tyson responded that the Director positions are increased from 12 to 13, and this
also means that the executive office positions increase from 6 to 7.

7. Annual reports and Motions related to accounting

(7a) President
The President, R. Tyson, presented her report.
• 7a.1. CAIMS Annual Meeting:
The AM attracted 260 talks, 32 MSs, 10 plenary and prize lectures; 120 onsite regis-
trations, 140 online; It was the first in hybrid format.
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• 7a.2. Funding:
CAIMS supported the U of Ottawa women in math club with $500 to put on a week-
end workshop around the play "Truth Values".
Each of the CAIMS activity groups has $1000 available; additional funding by appli-
cation.
• 7a.3. EDIM Committee:
The interim chair is Amy Hurford.
As explained in 6., there is a Special Meeting to vote for changes in the by-laws, to
make the chair of the EDIM committee a Director/EO position, then elections will be
held in April 2023, for the position to be filled. We will first consult with a lawyer
about the proposed changes to the by-laws, then proceed with a Board meeting and
then with the Special Meeting to approve these changes.
• 7a.4. New article in CAIMS Blog:
The war in Ukraine: a perspective of a Russian-Canadian mathematician.

MOTION to accept the President’s report: moved by R. Tyson, seconded by S. A.
Campbell, all in favour, carried.

(7b) President-Elect
The President-Elect, S. A. Campbell, presented her report.
The President-Elect’s primary duty was overseeing the Awards and Prizes, including
recruiting new members for the selection committees. As was announced in the E-
News the winners are as follows.

• CAIMS Research Prize - Frithjof Lutscher (Ottawa)
• CAIMS/Fields Industrial Prize - Ray Spiteri (Saskatchewan)
• CAIMS/PIMS Early Career Award - Elina Robeva (UBC)
• Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award - Ali Kara (PhD from Queen’s)
• Arthur Beaumont Service Award - no nominations received

Other than the Distinguished Service Award, all the prizes received more than one
nominations, which is great! Please keep the nominations coming.
The President-Elect would like to thank the many volunteers who served on the var-
ious committees (see below) and especially the committee chairs who helped ensure
the smooth functioning of the selection process. The committees and members are
listed below.
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• CAIMS Research Prize
Anita Layton (Waterloo), Jimmy Garnier (Savoie Mont-Blanc), Steven Ruuth
(SFU, Chair), Alexey Shevyakov (Saskatchewan), Xingfou Zou (Western)

• CAIMS-Fields Industrial Research Prize
James Feng (UBC), Roderick Melnik (Wilfrid Laurier), Kumar Murty (Fields),
Catherine Sulem (U of T, Fields), Brian Wetton, (UBC, Chair)

• CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award
Ben Adcok (SFU), Bahman Gharesifard (Queens, Chair), Jean-Philippe Lessard
(McGill), Stephanie Portet (Manitoba, PIMS), Weiran Sun (UBC, PIMS)

• Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award
Matthew Betti (Mount Alison, Chair), Yana Nec (TRU), Chun-Hua Ou (Memo-
rial), Pouria Ramazi (Brock), Tanya Schmah (Ottawa)

• Arthur Beaumont Distinguished Service Award
Lucy Campbell (Carleton, Chair), Gail Wolkowicz (McMaster), James Collian-
der (UBC)

MOTION to accept the President-Elect’s report: moved by S. A. Campbell, seconded
by C. Christara, all in favour, carried.

(7c) Past President
T. Hillen presented his report.
• 7c.1. MSI Volumes:
T. Hillen presented the list of contents for MSI Volumes 2, 3 and 4, each having 5
papers. In total, there are 15 papers, 13 of which come from three Special Issues, and
two that are independent.
• 7c.2. CMS:
We installed the CAIMS/CMS joint institutional membership option. CAIMS/CMS
book series is doing well.
• 7c.3. CAIMS blog:
New CAIMS blog article: The war in Ukraine: a perspective of a Russian-Canadian
mathematician.
• 7c.4. CAIMS 2024 annual meeting:
T. Hillen talked to Bahman Gharesifard, bahman.gharesifard@queensu.ca, and
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Felicia Magpantay, felicia.magpantay@queensu.ca, and they agreed to host the CAIMS
2024 annual meeting at Queen’s University.
• 7c.5. CAIMS GAP connector:
T. Hillen recommends to discontinue it. Maintenance is too complicated, and its use
is questionable.
MOTION to approve the Past President’s report: moved by T. Hillen, seconded by R.
Tyson, all in favour, carried.

(7d) Treasurer
The Treasurer, David Iron, presented his report, which included the CAIMS financial
statements, for the financial year ending on January 31, 2022, signed by a charterted
professional accountant, Michael Northcote, authorized to practise public accounting
(public accountant, PA).
Current balances: $29,560.66 in checking account and $50,127.18 in MITACS sav-
ings account, so $79,687.84 in total.
At the time of the meeting, there were 39 memberships and 2 institutional member-
ships for 2022. No industrial.
Revenues: 62,443 on 31-01-2022 (5,405 on 31-01-2021, 92,441 on 31-01-2020)
Expenses: 53,670 on 31-01-2022 (15,576 on 31-01-2021, 112,329 on 31-01-2020)
Excess of revenues over expenses: 8,773
Note that, in this financial period, we had a 30K amount of grants/sponsorships.
Lucy Campbell asked if CAIMS is a (grants/sponsorships) soliciting corporation, and
the Treasurer responded positively, since we had more than 10K of grants/sponsorships.
D. Iron mentioned that, if CAIMS revenues excluding grants/sponsorships are at 50K
or less, and if the members waive by unanimous resolution the appointment of a PA
to carry an audit, we can assign a PA to carry only a review engagement, which costs
less than an audit. So a related motion will be raised later in the AGM.
Also, the last review engagement still costed a considerable amount (4.5K), so the
Treasurer will bring a motion to allow him to explore alternative options for a PA.

MOTION to accept the Treasurer’s report: moved by D. Iron, seconded by R. Tyson,
all in favour, carried.

(7e) Communications Officer
The Communications Officer’s report was presented by R. Tyson, as M. Craig was
unable to participate.
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M. Craig has been trying to fix various technical issues arising in the website; also
keeping website up-to-date.
While we are considering a new host for the website, we renewed for a year, to keep
things going.
The website includes job postings (for a fee); please keep sending your postings.
Award plaques have been made and shipped to Rebecca; receipt sent to Treasurer for
reimbursement.

MOTION to accept the Communication Officer’s report: moved by R. Tyson, sec-
onded by C. Christara, all in favour, carried.

(7f) Secretary
• 7f.1. E-news and Annual Newsletter:
E-news postings continue regularly (latest 3-4-2022, 22-4-2022, 16-5-2022). In total,
in 2022 there were 13 issues and in 2022 6 issues so far.
Annual Newsletters for 2021 and for 2020 (belated) were posted.
• 7f.2. Lists:
Membership, mailing and E-voting lists updated. Obsolete addresses corrected (about
10 obsolete corrected and 3 of deceased members removed).
• 7f.3. Elections 2022:
Between mid March and mid April 2022, we held online elections, through the elec-
tionrunner.com platform. Elections ran smoothly; no problems identified.
In the 2022 election, 92 of the 147 eligible voted: 62%
For comparison, in 2021, 78 of the 141 eligible voted: 55%
Of the 147 eligible, 31 are regular members, the other 116 are lifetime (or retired
lifetime).
This year we held elections for
• Two 2-years Member-at-Large positions on the Board of Directors
• Two 3-years Member-at-Large positions on the Board of Directors
• Treasurer
There was one nomination for the position of Treasurer: David Iron, Dalhousie Uni-
versity, was elected by acclamation.
There were five nominations for the four Member-at-Large positions: Ben Adcock
(Simon Fraser University), Ion Bica (MacEwan University), Frithjof Lutscher (Uni-
versity of Ottawa), Iain Moyles (York University), Yana Nec (Thompson Rivers Uni-
versity).
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The four candidates with the most votes were Ben Adcock (Simon Fraser Univer-
sity), Frithjof Lutscher (University of Ottawa), Iain Moyles (York University), Yana
Nec (Thompson Rivers University).
We thank Ion Bica (MacEwan University) for standing, and for all his past contribu-
tions to CAIMS. We also thank outgoing Director Brian Wetton for his contributions.
• 7f.4. AGM:
The Notice of Meeting was sent out May 15. Advance material posted on
https://www.cs.toronto.edu/c̃cc/OCohanlTfecdfg2022/AGM-agenda2022.pdf
Information on upcoming amendments of the by-laws was also posted, but the amend-
ments will be voted for in a special meeting of members, after we consult a lawyer.
• 7f.5. Other:
The Secretary also noted that tt has been a difficult year, needed to learn a lot, and
cover gaps from the first COVID-19 year, but all activities are mostly back to sched-
ule.
MOTION to approve the Secretary’s report: moved by C. Christara, seconded by S.
A. Campbell, all in favour, carried.

(7g) Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Membership Committee
A. Hurford’s report was presented by R. Tyson, as the EDIM Officer was not able to
participate.
• 7g.1. The committee met on May 12, 2022.
• 7g.2. The EDIM committee recommends that the chairs of the CAIMS awards
committee asks that all members of the CAIMS awards committee have completed
the Canada Research Chairs Implicit Bias Training Module (https://www.chairs-chaires.gc.ca/program-
programme/equity-equite/bias/module-eng.aspx?pedisable=true) before assessing the
nominations.
• 7g.3. The EDIM committee will compile the addresses of all Mathematics (and re-
lated) departments of Canadian universities and provide this information to the Pres-
ident that membership mailers can be sent.
• 7g.4. The EDIM committee recommends that CAIMS members consider using
the blog to raise awareness for pro-EDI considerations and to raise awareness of EDI
issues.
• 7g.5. The EDIM committee will host an EDI session at the CAIMS annual meeting.
This is scheduled for Wednesday June 15 at 1.30pm.
• 7g.6. It has been recommended that the EDIM committee draft a mission statement
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for CAIMS. More specifically, the Board should draft the statement, in consultation
with the EDIM committee.
MOTION to approve the Membership/EDI Officer’s report: moved by R. Tyson, sec-
onded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.

8. Announcement of 2022 CAIMS/SCMAI Award winners
S. A. Campbell made the official announcement of this year’s awards, earlier in her
report. She also thanked all committee members, especially the Dissertation Award
committee, whose members have a lot more work to do in order to read the theses
nominated.

9. Future annual meetings
James Watmough, watmough@unb.ca, has agreed organizing the CAIMS 2023 an-
nual meeting at UNB.
Bahman Gharesifard, bahman.gharesifard@queensu.ca, and
Felicia Magpantay, felicia.magpantay@queensu.ca, agreed to host the CAIMS 2024
annual meeting at Queens University.
We will be looking for people in the West for the meeting after.

10. Receipt of the financial statements for the fiscal period ending January 31st,
2022
The financial statements were received by the members a month before the AGM,
and were also presented and explained by the Treasurer while he presented his report.

11. Appointment of a public accountant for the fiscal period ending January
31st, 2023
MOTION: The Treasurer to explore options for a chartered accountant to be approved
by the Board, moved by D. Iron, seconded by R. Tyson, all in favour, carried.

12. Resolution to conduct a review engagement for 2022-23 instead of an audit
MOTION: To conduct a review engagement for the financial statements 2022-23 in-
stead of an audit, if the revenues of the current year are 50K or less, moved by D.
Iron, seconded by S. A. Campbell, all in favour, carried.
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13. Confirmation and ratification of Election of Directors
MOTION: Ratify the election of David Iron as Treasurer 2022-2025, moved by C.
Christara, seconded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.
MOTION: Ratify the election of Ben Adcock as Board Member-at-Large 2022-2024,
moved by C. Christara, seconded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.
MOTION: Ratify the election of Frithjof Lutscher as Board Member-at-Large 2022-
2024, moved by C. Christara, seconded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.
MOTION: Ratify the election of Iain Moyles as Board Member-at-Large 2022-2025,
moved by C. Christara, seconded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.
MOTION: Ratify the election of Yana Nec as Board Member-at-Large 2022-2025,
moved by C. Christara, seconded by T. Hillen, all in favour, carried.

14. Other business and Termination of the Meeting
There was no other business arising.

MOTION to close the meeting (1:20 PM PDT): moved R. Tyson, seconded by S. A.
Campbell, all in favour, carried.
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Committees Members 2022-23
CAIMS Research Prize

1. Steven Ruuth (SFU) - Chair

2. Rachel Kuske (Georgia Tech)

3. Anita Layton (Waterloo)

4. Yingfei Yi (Alberta)

5. Xingfu Zhou (Western)

CAIMS-Fields Industrial Research Prize

1. Brian Wetton (UBC) - Chair

2. Richard Karsten (Acadia)

3. Roderick Melnik (Wilfrid Laurier)

4. Kumar Murty (Fields Director)

5. Catherine Sulem (Toronto/Fields)

CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award

1. Bahman Gharesifard (Queens) - Chair

2. Ben Adcock (Simon Fraser)

3. Jean-Philippe Lessard (McGill)

4. Stephanie Portet (Manitoba/PIMS)

5. Weiran Sun (Simon Fraser/PIMS)

Arthur Beaumont Distinguished Service Award

1. Lucy Campbell (Carleton) - Chair

2. Gail Wolkowicz (McMaster)

3. James Colliander (UBC)
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Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award

1. Pouria Ramazi (Brock) - Chair

2. Yana Nec (Thompson Rivers)

3. Chun-Hau Ou (Memorial)

4. Marc Roussel (Lethbridge)

5. Tanya Schmah (Ottawa)
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Report on CAIMS rSCMAI 2022
by Rebecca Tyson, Conference Chair

It was lovely last June to see so many faces at the first in-person CAIMS Annual
Meeting post-covid! The meeting was hosted by the University of British Columbia
Okanagan in Kelowna. There were approximately 250 attendees, with about half
of those in person and half online. The same ratio, approximately, applied to the
plenary and prize speakers. Meals were provided as part of the registration fee, and
so conference attendees had maximum mingling time on site. There were 7 parallel
sessions over nearly 4 full days, with a half-day break for excursions the day of the
banquet. I am delighted to report that, in general, the hybrid format worked very well.
In addition to providing increased access to the membership, the format also reduced
our carbon footprint - a win for CAIMS and the planet!
Many thanks to all of those who helped make this meeting a success. I had a terrific
local organising committee, Warren Hare and Eric Foxall, both of whom put in many
hours of work, particularly in the last few weeks. I can’t thank you enough. Our
students also helped out a great deal, especially during the conference when I needed
them to host the zoom meetings for each parallel session. The scientific committee
was also wonderful, ensuring that we had an excellent selection of plenary speakers
and themes. Finally, I want to make sure that all of the minisymposium organisers
know how much they are appreciated - it is thanks to you that the scientific content of
the conference was so excellent!
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2022 CAIMS-Fields
Industrial Mathematics Prize

The CAIMS-Fields Industrial Mathematics Prize is awarded to a researcher in recog-
nition of exceptional research in any branch of industrial mathematics, interpreted
broadly, and conducted primarily in Canada.
In 2022, the CAIMS-Fields Industrial Mathematics Prize is awarded to Prof. Ray-
mond Spiteri. Raymond Spiteri is an Applied Mathematician known for his academic
work in Numerical Analysis in an impressive diversity of application areas. He is
a Professor in Computer Science and Director of the Centre for High-Performance
Computing at the University of Saskatchewan. His strong contribution to outreach
projects has made him the recipient of the CAIMS-Fields Industrial Mathematics
Prize this year. The Saskatchewan Police Service describe him as “a key partner in
an exciting and innovative initiative designed to advance the use of advanced ana-
lytics within Canadian policing and is viewed as an industry leader in this regard”.
KeyLeaf (a Canadian company specializing in the extraction and purification of nat-
ural products from plant-based raw materials) describe Ray in their collaboration as
“an innovative, tireless researcher focused on the advancement of Canadian academia
and industry using applied mathematics and computing technology.”
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2022 CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award
in Applied Mathematics

The CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award is given to a researcher less than ten years past
the date of Ph.D. at the time of nomination. The prize recognizes exceptional research
in any branch of applied mathematics, interpreted broadly. The nominee’s research
should have been conducted primarily in Canada or in affiliation with a Canadian
university.
The 2022 CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award in Applied Mathematics was awarded
to Prof. Elina Robeva, of the University of British Columbia, in recognition for her
deep contributions in the intersections of mathematical statistics, applied algebraic
geometry, and machine learning, and for novelty and breadth of applications in tensor
decompositions, density estimation, and the study of diffraction-limited superresolu-
tions.
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2022 CAIMS rSCMAI Research Prize

The CAIMS rSCMAI Research Award is the society’s preeminent research award, es-
tablished to recognize innovative and exceptional research contributions in an emerg-
ing area of applied or industrial mathematics.
The 2022 CAIMS rSCMAI Research Prize was awarded to Prof. Frithjof Lutscher,
of the University of Ottawa, in recognition of his outstanding contributions to math-
ematical ecology. His accomplished work and his innovative and interdisciplinary
approach to research will continue to influence the research in spatial ecology and
applied mathematics for years to come.
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2022 CAIMS rSCMAI Cecil Graham
Doctoral Dissertation Award

The Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award recognizes the most outstanding
Ph.D. thesis in Applied Mathematics defended at a Canadian University during the
calendar year prior to the year of the award. We receive a good number of nomina-
tions every year for this award, and the quality of the nominees is extremely high.
The 2022 CAIMS rSCMAI Cecil Graham Doctoral Dissertation Award was given to
Dr. Ali Devran Kara (Ph.D. from Queen’s), in recognition of the substantial results
achieved in his dissertation, and stellar publication record in top journals in his field
including an IEEE student paper award.
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CAIMS rSCMAI 2023 Election: Call for Nominations
by Christina Christara

CAIMS rSCMAI will be holding an election in April 2023 for:

• President-Elect

• Secretary

• EDIM Officer

• Two Member-at-Large positions on the Board of Directors

The President-Elect position is for two years, then continuing on to the President
position for another two years, then to the Past-President position for another two
years. The member-at-large positions are for a three-year term. The current incum-
bents, Alex Alvarez and Alexey Shevyakov, whose terms end in June 2023, are also
eligible to apply. The Secretary appointment is for a three-year term, and current Sec-
retary, Christina Christara, is also eligible to apply. The Equity, Diversity, Inclusion
and Membership (EDIM) Officer position is for a three-year term. It is the first time
elections will be held for this position, pending the decision during the Special Meet-
ing January 18, 2023. Currently, Amy Hurford is serving temporarily as non-voting
member and is willing to apply for the position.
All members of CAIMS rSCMAI are invited to put forward names of candidates for
these offices. Nominations other than for Secretary should reach the CAIMS Secre-
tary, Christina Christara (secretary@caims.ca) by January 31, 2023. Nomina-
tions for Secretary should reach the President-Elect, Sue Ann Campbell
(president-elect@caims.ca) by January 31, 2023.
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News from the Fields Institute

by Jordana Feldman and Miriam Schoeman

After a two-year closure to the public due to the pandemic, it was a pleasure to wel-
come visitors back to the Fields Institute. Our first hybrid event took place in the
spring and the energy sparked by colleagues meeting in person once again warmed
the building. While certain things have changed – we continue to follow COVID-19
safety guidelines to protect staff and visitors, for example – there is opportunity to
move forward into a new, exciting era at Fields. Maintaining a hybrid model for our
programs is a case in point. Although our doors are open once again, the option to
log on from anywhere in the world has made it possible for more people to keep par-
ticipating in our events. After a record number of registrations in 2021, we kept these
numbers steady with close to 13,000 people attending our programs in 2022.
The 2022 Fields Medal Symposium, honouring 2018 medallist Akshay Venkatesh,
was a chance to test how well this new model works. While we were excited to hold
the first in-person Symposium since 2019, the Scientific Program benefitted from the
option for speakers who couldn’t travel to Toronto to deliver their talks remotely.
This allowed the Organizing Committee to select speakers they felt best represented
the program’s theme without having to adjust for geographical constraints. From the
feedback we received about the quality of the Scientific Program, this proved to be a
good outcome.
Additional highlights include the continued success of the Mathematics for Public
Health (MfPH) network, which now includes over 70 members who are leaders in
epidemiology, infectious disease modelling and public health policymaking working
on 14 defined projects. MfPH has already produced 57 publications, including a vol-
ume published last February by Springer, and has organized more than 80 knowledge
events.
Fields also launched Cyber Connexion, an intensive upskilling program that gives
diverse talent with postsecondary quantitative training and the tools to quickly transi-
tion in to cybersecurity careers. The program has a job placement rate of over 90have
come to recognize the advanced mathematical training of our graduates and their
readiness to fill key roles on their organizations’ cybersecurity teams.
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Finally, the Fields Academy Shared Graduate Courses have seen a large spike in
enrollment for the upcoming Winter 2023 semester. The Shared Graduate Courses,
which have run since 2021, aim to amplify graduate-level mathematics in Canada
by increasing the number of advanced classes available to qualified students. Fields
invites our Principal Sponsoring Universities to submit course proposals from existing
classes at the school, which are then selected by an Advisory Committee. We then
run the courses through our hybrid learning platform so they can be accessed by
students around the country. To date, Fields Academy has run 25 courses across 10
schools, with over 700 students enrolled. Registration numbers reveal that almost
70% of students signed up for courses outside their home university, indicating that
our hypothesis was correct and students are eager to diversify their education.
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News from Pacific Institute for the
Mathematical Sciences

by Ruth Situma

The Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences (PIMS) hosted and/or supported
a large number of activities and events. Among the highlights are the organization
of the Pacific Rim Mathematical Association Congress 2022, December 4-9 2022, in
Vancouver.
During the summer of 2022, a new Institute Director, Prof. Özgür Yilmaz, and a new
co-Director Industry, Prof. Kristine Bauer, were appointed. Prof. Jayadev Athreya
continues with PIMS and serves as co-Director International.
During the 2021-2022 year, PIMS hosted six Collaborative Research Groups (CRGs),
and continued the conferences, workshops, lectures and seminar series. In the sum-
mer of 2022, PIMS hosted education activities for elementary school teachers, and
math camps for school students. In August, PIMS hosted the Math to power industry
(Mathîndustry) workshop for young mathematicians.
PIMS collaborated again with CAIMS to offer the CAIMS-PIMS Early Career Award.
In 2022, the prize was awarded to Prof. Elina Robeva, of the University of British
Columbia.
The outlook seems exciting too. Read more in the complete version of the PIMS
report following.
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PIMS supports a wide range of activities in research, non-academic collaborations, education, and

outreach in the mathematical sciences. This includes workshops, conferences, distinguished lecture

series, a postdoctoral program, industrial innovations, Collaborative Research Groups, and more. These

activities take place at our ten member sites: University of British Columbia, Simon Fraser University,

University of Victoria, University of Calgary, University of Alberta, University of Lethbridge, University of

Regina, University of Saskatchewan, University of Manitoba and University of Washington.

PIMS activities are funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC),

Simons Foundation, Prairies Economic Development Canada, member universities and by private donors.

We strongly believe that equity, diversity and inclusion strengthen the mathematical community by

increasing the impact and relevance of research; widening the pool of qualified potential participants;

and enhancing the integrity of the programs. The programs and groups we support promote and develop

a rich research community, accessible to every member of our network.

While many of our events have returned to in-person meetings, we are excited to see them continue to

use online technologies to facilitate hybrid collaborations with other researchers across the globe. PIMS

is pleased to offer our expertise and support to ensure research in the mathematical sciences could

move forward in this new format.

PIMS News:
In the summer of 2022 PIMS saw a new change in leadership. The PIMS Board approved the

appointment of Professor Özgür Yilmaz as the new institute Director. He was joined by Professor Kristine

Bauer as the Co-Director, Industry and by Professor Jayadev Athreya as Co-Director International.

Professor Özgür Yilmaz, Professor of Mathematics at the University of British Columbia, served as the

interim Deputy Director. In his new role as Director, he will lead PIMS, guiding its strategic and long-term

planning, and serve as the director of the PIMS-CNRS IRL.

Professor Kristine Bauer joins the PIMS leadership team as the Co-Director, Industry. An Associate

Professor at the University of Calgary, Prof. Bauer has been the Chair of the PIMS Jobs Committee and

has been instrumental in leading the PIMS Math^Industry Workshop–an annual workshop connecting

PIMS graduate students and highly qualified personnel with industry partners. She oversees the PIMS
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postdoctoral scholars program, advances strategic career development for researchers at PIMS, and

leads industrial and non-academic partner relations.

Professor Jayadev Athreya, is the Co-Director International. He will expand on PIMS’ international

collaborations. Athreya, Professor of Mathematics at the University of Washington, is strategically placed

in this role, being able to integrate both Canadian and American researchers and connect the PIMS

community with leading international institutes across the globe.

****

PRIMA Highlights:

The 2022 Pacific Rim Mathematical Association Congress took place

in Vancouver, Canada, from December 4-9, 2022. PIMS had the

pleasure of hosting a distinguished array of speakers and participants

from the Pacific Rim. The congress is held every four years where

mathematical scientists from around the Pacific Rim converge to

discuss the latest developments in Mathematics.

The Pacific Rim Mathematical Association (PRIMA) was established to

bring a well coordinated and concerted effort among institutions and

countries to stimulate a vibrant and interconnected mathematical

community. This year’s congress featured a job fair and showcased

research from early career researchers.
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Participants at the 2022 PRIMA Congress. Top left to bottom: Special session hosted by Indigenous mathematicians;

NSERC president, Alejandro Adem; Erin Griffin (Seattle Pacific University) at the Early Career Research showcase;

congress speakers Ciprian Manolescu (Stanford), Reinier Kramer (UAlberta) and Yang Wang (HKUST).
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2022 PIMS Scientific Highlights:

At the core of PIMS activities are the Collaborative Research Groups (CRGs), which bring together

researchers across many universities to focus on particular topics with funding for conferences,

workshops and support of highly qualified personnel, including postdoctoral fellows. In 2022 PIMS

hosted six CRGs in the research areas below:

● High Dimensional Data Analysis

● Quantum Topology and Its Applications

● Novel Techniques in Low Dimension

● Movement and Symmetry in Graphs

● Pacific Interdisciplinary Hub on Optimal Transport

● L-Functions in Analytic Number Theory

PIMS supports a large number of postdoctoral fellows, through matching funding with the ten university

sites that make up the PIMS distributed network. These include regular postdoctoral fellowships and the

CNRS/PIMS fellowship (which brings in young researchers from France to work with research groups in

the PIMS network). We had 15 members in our 2022 cohort. A list of the scholars can be found online at

https://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/postdoctoral/postdoctoral-fellows#pdf-2022.

Across our PIMS network we hosted a number of in-person and hybrid lectures, seminars and

workshops. These included:

● The PIMS PDF Seminar series (Online)

● The PIMS Network wide Colloquium series (Online)

● Mathematical and Computational Challenges in Cryogenic Electron Microscopy (Cryo-EM) (in

person- Vancouver)

● 2022 Celebration of Women in Mathematics (Hybrid- across all PIMS Sites)

● PIMS CRM Summer School in Probability (In Person- Vancouver)

● Prairie Discrete Mathematics Workshop (Hybrid)

● 05C50 Online Seminar Series (Online)

● CANSSI-PIMS EDI Workshops (Online)

● Statistics in Genomics and Pharmaceutical Science Conference (In person- Victoria)

● Séminaire de Mathématiques Supérieures 2022: Floer Homotopy Theory (In person- Vancouver)

● PIMS- IFDS- NSF Summer School on Optimal Transport (In person- Seattle)

PIMS Education Highlights:
A) 2022 PIMS Math Summer School for Elementary Teachers.

Throughout the month of July, elementary school math teachers from districts all over BC met with PIMS

Education Coordinator, Dr. Melania Alvarez, and UWaterloo Lecturer, Cameron Morland. Together they

practiced various exercises, shared ideas, and watched videos—all for the purpose of getting their
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students hyped on mathematics. For many of the teachers the journey over five weeks was hard and

intense, allowing them to develop new ways of mathematical thinking in their personal lives as well as

teaching schedules. A favorite was the “crazy-fun arts and crafts activities” that actually contain

sophisticated math concepts. Compass arts, origami, popsicle stick mysteries, pattern-hunting with

Pascal’s triangles, and cellular automata fun—to name just a few. Joanne Chew, one of the participants

was inspired to learn that what she does now in the primary years will make a long-term impact on

students even when they go on to high school and university, and, if they choose, employment in

industry. Her biggest transformation has been switching from teaching a linear curriculum to teaching a

spiral curriculum.

B) CMS-PIMS Regional Math Camp.

The 2022 CMS Regional Math Camp (Alberta) took place at the University of Alberta between July 31 and

August 7. The summer camp brought together mathematically inclined school students in Alberta with

the goal of providing opportunities for networking and training in mathematics and mathematical

problem solving. With the organizational support of Sean Graves, University of Alberta, around 30 co-ed

students in grades 7 to 10 participated at this year's activities which were designed to foster individual

and collaborative problem solving. The format gave all participants time to think, interact, discuss

common interests, and promote collaboration.
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PIMS Industrial Activities Highlights

PIMS and our partners have offered the Math^Industry (read

as Math to power Industry) workshop every August for the

past two years. This workshop trains young mathematical scientists for jobs in important industry sectors

in Canada. The program begins with a training bootcamp (software best practices, business and

communications, project management) and includes group collaborations with industry partners and

academic mentors. https://m2pi.ca/

In 2022, PIMS hosted the third M2PI workshop online. This year 9 teams of problem solvers, academics

and industry professionals worked together to demonstrate the power of the mathematical sciences in

advancing solutions to problems that are valuable to Canada's economy. Our 2022 industry partners

were: Aerium Analytics, Awesense, Big River Analytics, Cedar Academy Society, Environmental

Instruments Canada, Ioto, Novion, NRCAN and Perfit.

Growth in Online Programming:
The PIMS Network-wide graduate courses utilized our network to deliver high-level graduate courses

online. This inclusive program enabled students from diverse backgrounds to access courses that might

not otherwise be available to them. It also helped instructors increase the viability of their course which

can be important in their professional development and in building their research community. Students

were able to receive graduate credit through the Western Deans’ Agreement (WDA). PIMS offered 13

network-wide courses in 2021- 22 and 12 courses in 2022-23.. https://courses.pims.math.ca/

The Emergent Research PDF seminar series provides a network-wide platform for PIMS postdoctoral

scholars to disseminate their research and foster new interactions with researchers at other sites.

Seminars will take place bi-monthly beginning in January 2023. There will be 14 seminars from our

incoming cohort. https://www.pims.math.ca/scientific/PIMSPDF

The PIMS Network Wide Colloquium continues to be a steady feature of our online programming. In

2022 featured talks by distinguished researchers including Ingrid Daubechies (Duke), Holly Krieger

(Cambridge), Maryanthe Malliaris (Chicago), Rafe Mazzeo (Stanford), Assaf Naor (Princeton) and Benoît

Pertham (Sorbonne). Pictured below are the 2022-23 speakers: Bryna Kra (Northwestern), Weinan E

(Peking), Helen Byrne (Oxford) and Alessio Figalli (ETH Zurich).
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2023 Outlook
There are numerous events that we have supported for many years and many new programs that will

commence in 2023, including:

● PIMS- French Ameri-Can Climate Talks- Summer 2023.

● PIMS Research Network: Kantorovich Initiative- April 2023.

● PIMS Collaborative Research Group: Forecasting and Mathematical Modeling for Renewable

Energy- April 2023.

PIMS always welcomes proposals for new activities; small events can be proposed at any time, large

events have an October deadline for the coming year, postdoctoral applications have deadlines in

December. Calls for funding proposals are announced through the PIMS website www.pims.math.ca, as

are all our upcoming activities.
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CAIMS r SCMAI 2023
Annual Meeting

University of New Brunswick
Fredericton, NB, Canada

June 12-15, 2023
https://caims2023.github.io/


